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The PowerScore GMAT Critical Reasoning Bible will teach you how to break down GMAT

argumentation, how to recognize GMAT question types, and how to separate correct answers from

incorrect answers. You will improve your accuracy in answering questions and your speed as well. If

you are shooting for the highest score possible, the Critical Reasoning Bible will help you maximize

your performance. The approaches discussed in the Critical Reasoning Bible are also useful when

attacking Reading Comprehension questions. The Critical Reasoning Bible is supplemented by an

exclusive website that provides additional material for the book, including suggested study plans

and answers to frequently asked student questions.
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Of all the study materials I have seen (Manhattan, GMAT, Veritas, Knewton, and Princeton Review)

you have the best tactics for tackling CR problems. I have literally gone from taking almost 3 to 4

minutes on each CR problem when I started to now around 1.5 minutes each, sometimes faster

than sentence correction problems. So, thank you! David Liu --PowerScore Student CommentThe

PowerScore GMAT Critical Reasoning Bible is one of the best textbooks I have ever read in my life

and I am extremely grateful that you have created it. You have simplified and organised this content

a way that would enable even a lay person to build an excellent foundation. Alroy Cruz

--PowerScore Student Comment



Dave Killoran, a graduate of Duke University, is an expert in test preparation with over 20 years of

teaching experience and a 99th percentile score on a Law Services-administered LSAT. In addition

to having written PowerScore's legendary LSAT Bible Series, and many other popular publications,

Dave has overseen the preparation of thousands of students and founded two national LSAT

preparation companies.Read the acclaim for Dave's other books, The PowerScore LSAT Logical

Reasoning Bible and The PowerScore LSAT Logic Games Bible.

The best of the lot. You need 7-8 days dedicated time to read and absorb all the information in the

book. 4 instead of 5 stars is because I already had an accuracy of 88% in CR before I read the

book. The information in the book is beautifully organised and helps condition your mind to

approach questions in a very systematic way. Read from Ch2 - Ch13 in that order and by the time

you finish, you will know how to solve most questions.

After reading the review of this book in many places, I searched for this in several bookstores in

Singapore but could not find anywhere then I brought the kindle version from . Now, I know why

everyone recommends this book. This is a must have for all GMAT takers. I was able to improve my

verbal from 36 to 40 after reading this book. My first GMAT score was 690 and I moved to scored

740 after just going through this book. My CR accuracy improved from 50-60 to 95-100%.

should have choose a web based trainaing

Great bookProvide much detail to every single point. Even though there might be too much

information you already know, you can scan those content and have the context which I think is very

helpful.

Various questions types with more examples .must read before appearing for exam . will

recommend this book to my friends.

A must have when studying for the GMAT. This book not only teaches about the exam and how to

tackle every sub type of RC question, but also helps you understand the underlying rhetorical

reasoning tested on the GMAT.

Either if you 're familliar with the CR section or not you must have this book because it will not only



teach you how to answer correctly but it 'll teach you how to save valuable time. After reading this

book i seldom make any mistakes.

This book systematically organizes every GMAT CR question type into "families," with each family

possessing its own set of characteristics. Such an organization facilitates a better understanding of

each question type because you know what to look for after you finish reading each question. I've

gone through the book once already but am going through it one more time to make sure I really

absorb the material.Also, the book actually breaks down the concept of an argument and helps you

understand the building blocks of an argument in order to be able to attack any question by

following the same rules. There's no discussion of cheap tricks to try to find correct answers. This

book is an absolute must if you hope to master critical reasoning on the GMAT. It's especially

helpful for people like me who are weak in this part of the verbal section because you are given a

step-by-step process for approaching every question. Despite the differences in question types,

almost every question can be attacked in a similar manner. So it's good to see a book that focuses

on the fundamentals of argumentation.The only reason I knocked off one star is because this book

could use some more practice questions. There are 50 practice questions, but I don't feel like that's

enough. This book should be used in conjunction with the Official Guide.
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